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International Journal of Women's DermatologyEditorialMaternity leave: how to make it fairer for allThe Women’s Dermatologic Society’s mission is to provide mentor-
ship, leadership, and educational support for those embarking on a ca-
reer in dermatology. A majority of the dermatology residents in the
United States are now female, but women who maintain an academic
career and ﬁnally become Professors or Chairs of dermatology are very
much in the minority.
Obtaining a coveted position in a dermatology residency, funded
from taxpayer money, is a privilege, not an entitlement. It is not the
same as paying for medical school fees. In the United States, unlike
other countries, residencies are much shorter and compacted, with no
easy provision for locums to cover for maternity leave. For example, in
the United Kingdom, many young female doctors choose to take a
year of maternity leave, part of which is paid at a basic rate, but most
of which is unpaid. The hospital, however, then hires a locum to replace
that doctor, usually a junior doctor aspiring to get into dermatology
training; otherwise, the burden of work on the remaining doctors is
too great. In many jobs in the United States, 2 to 3 weeks of vacation
per year is standard. Although maternity leaves have become longer,
many jobs do not require the specialized knowledge that dermatology
requires to ﬁll in for someone on leave. The person choosing to become
pregnant during residency of any specialty needs to consider not only
her own circumstances, but also how her decision will affect the work-
ing lives of her co-residents, because they will have to pick up the extra
work during her leave. Considering that there could be more than one
female resident taking leave at the same time (people usually are not
able to time conceptions to suit) and that more than one maternity
leave might be taken by the same resident during a residency, such en-
titlements need to be balanced against the detriment to others.
The policies of the American Board of Dermatology aroundmaterni-
ty leave in residency are fairly clear in terms of timemissed by residents.
The policies are known in advance of choosing to compete for a place inhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijwd.2015.01.004
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org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).dermatology training and are beneﬁts that at least double the numbers
of applicants never have the chance to enjoy. The training is only for
3 years. After that time, a female resident can take as much leave as
she chooses to the beneﬁt of her child. Then, the burden of duties
from private practice or academia will fall mainly on her rather than
on others. The extra time needed the ﬁrst few weeks after delivery,
when babies need a number of medical appointments for checkups
and vaccinations, and times when a baby may not be allowed to attend
daycare because of infections, thus causing absences from work for the
new mother, also should be considered.
In Australia, residents have to choose between a short period of ma-
ternity leave or taking the rest of the year off. If they can ﬁnd another
resident with a new baby, they can elect to job share part time for
2 years, to be equivalent to 1 year of training. This seems like a fair solu-
tion to wanting to spend more time with the baby and does not over-
burden the remaining residents.
Itwould be ideal if someone interested in this area of governance did a
survey of all the U.S. dermatology residencies to assess annual leave, con-
ference leave, and maternity and paternity leave allowances, including
how many residents took such leave in the last 10 years, how old they
were at that time, and howmany were away at the same time. An anon-
ymous survey to be forwarded to residents, both thosewho took the leave
and thosewhowere affected by the leave, and then sent back to the inves-
tigators would be of value to gauge the effects of this leave and also to
gather opinions on the effects of a longer leave period, such as the 6
weeks proposed by Nava Greenﬁeld in this issue1, versus the ability to
job share part time for 2 years instead of working full-time for 1 year.
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